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how heavy is a neutrino race to weigh mysterious particle Apr 26 2024 each of the two groups takes a different approach to inject holmium 163 into slivers of metal embedded in sensitive heat
detectors that are kept at temperatures close to absolute zero
the neutrino s quantum fuzziness is beginning to come into focus Mar 25 2024 the lightweight particles morph from one variety of neutrino to another as they travel a strange phenomenon called
neutrino oscillation sn 10 6 15 that ability rests on quantum uncertainty a
neutrinos offer a new way to investigate the building blocks Feb 24 2024 led by tejin cai then a ph d student at the university of rochester the minerva collaboration had a different approach the idea
was to use antineutrinos the antimatter twin of neutrinos
2405 14826 new limits on neutrino decay from high energy Jan 23 2024 new limits on neutrino decay from high energy astrophysical neutrinos since neutrinos have mass differences they could decay into
one another but their lifetimes are likely long even when shortened by new physics so decay likely impacts neutrinos only during long trips this makes high energy astrophysical neutrinos traveling for up
to
open system approach to neutrino oscillations in a quantum Dec 22 2023 we establish a connection between the dynamics of reduced coin state and neutrino phenomenology enabling one to fix the
simulation parameters for a given neutrino experiment and reduces the need for extended position space to simulate neutrino oscillations
a novel approach to neutrino hydrogen measurements arxiv org Nov 21 2023 abstract the limited statistics of the available anti neutrino hydrogen interactions has been a longstanding impediment for
neutrino physics we propose a practical way to achieve accurate anti neutrino hydrogen measurements solving the principal limitations of earlier experiments
neutrino wikipedia Oct 20 2023 a neutrino nju��tri�no� new tree noh denoted by the greek letter ν is a fermion an elementary particle with spin of 1 2 that interacts only via the weak interaction and
gravity 2 3 the neutrino is so named because it is electrically neutral and because its rest mass is so small ino that it was long thought to be zero
frontiers experimental approaches to neutrino nuclear Sep 19 2023 this reports briefly perspectives on experimental studies of neutrino nuclear responses square of nuclear matrix element for ββ decays
and astro neutrinos by using nuclear and leptonic muon charge exchange reactions 1 neutrinoless ββ decays and astro neutrino nuclear interactions
a novel approach to neutrino hydrogen measurements Aug 18 2023 we propose a practical way to achieve accurate anti neutrino hydrogen measurements solving the principal limitations of earlier
experiments interactions on hydrogen are extracted by subtracting measurements on thin dedicated graphite pure c and polypropylene ch 2 targets within a highly segmented low density detector
what is a neutrino and why do they matter pbs newshour Jul 17 2023 neutrinos are teeny tiny nearly massless particles that travel at near lightspeeds born from violent astrophysical events like
exploding stars and gamma ray bursts they are fantastically
general approach to neutrino mass mechanisms with sterile Jun 16 2023 in this paper we propose a systematic method to construct neutrino mass matrices that reproduce the observed spectrum of light
neutrino masses while incor porating any number of comparatively heavy sterile neu trinos without assuming a seesaw hierarchy between dirac and majorana masses this approach opens new avenues
a field theoretical approach to entanglement in neutrino May 15 2023 abstract the phenomena of particle mixing and flavor oscillations in elementary particle physics can be addressed from the point of
view of quantum information theory and described in terms of multi mode entanglement of single particle states
wave packet approach to quantum correlations in neutrino Apr 14 2023 1 altmetric explore all metrics abstract quantum correlations provide a fertile testing ground for investigating fundamental
aspects of quantum physics in various systems especially in the case of relativistic elementary particle systems as neutrinos
effects on neutrino propagation in space time foam of d Mar 13 2023 we revisit effects on neutrino propagation from specific foam models within the framework indicating that the implied violation of
lorentz invariance could necessarily cause the neutrino to decelerate we therefore argue that this sort of model is in agreement with the updated phenomenological indication just mentioned
a relativistic quantum approach to neutrino and antineutrino Feb 12 2023 we calculate the neutrino emissivity of the direct urca process whereby a neutron converts to a proton an electron and an
antineutrino or a proton electron pair converts to a neutron neutrino pair we solve exact wave functions for protons and electrons in the states described with landau levels
constraints on primordial lepton asymmetries with full Jan 11 2023 it is generally assumed that neutrino asymmetries are sufficiently averaged by flavor oscillations prior to bbn which allows to
constrain a common primordial neutrino asymmetry at the epoch of bbn this simplified approach suffers two caveats that we deal with in this article combining a neutrino evolution code and bbn
calculation throughout
general approach to neutrino mass mechanisms with sterile Dec 10 2022 we present a mathematical framework for constructing the most general neutrino mass matrices that yield the observed
spectrum of light active neutrino masses in conjunction with arbitrarily many heavy sterile neutrinos without the need to assume a hierarchy between dirac and majorana mass terms
direct approach to resolve the solar neutrino problem Nov 09 2022 a direct approach to resolve the solar neutrino problem would be to observe neutrinos by use of both neutral current and charged
current reactions then the total neutrino flux and the electron neutrino flux would be separately determined to provide independent tests of the neutrino oscillation hypothesis and the standard solar
model
neutrino an overview sciencedirect topics Oct 08 2022 introduction the interaction of neutrinos with a matter is given by the standard model and is well known on the other hand the neutrino masses
neutrino magnetic moments and other fundamental neutrino properties are basically unknown we come now to the problem of the neutrino masses and neutrino mixing



probing cp violation and mass hierarchy in neutrino Sep 07 2022 the quantum speed limits qsls set fundamental lower bounds on the time required for a quantum system to evolve from a given initial
state to a final state in this work we investigate cp violation and the mass hierarchy problem of neutrino oscillations in matter using the qsl time as a key analytical tool we examine the qsl time for
the unitary evolution of two and three flavor neutrino
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